
It’s Your Story
 



The Horning family knows cows.
After three generations of dairy farming, the Horning family 

knows cows. But as much as the Hornings are dairymen at 

heart, they are innovators in mind. Relentless innovators in 

fact. And it is this family passion that has become the driv-

ing force and company culture of Horning Manufacturing.

 

Leon Sr. created his first set of kernel processing rolls for 

his forage harvester in 1998, in his farm shop. The rest is 

history. Today, Horning Manufacturing continues to inno-

vate forage equipment and processes. They are built tough 

and simple. They are built to be highly effective and user 

friendly. 

That’s a little of our story. But to us it is not our story that 

matters – it is yours. 

We understand the critical importance of each key player in 

our industry: the dairy owners, the nutritionists who advise 

them, the custom harvesters and equipment operators who 

supply them, and equipment dealer who serve and support 

them. You are the heros of our industry. It is our passion 

to serve you with innovation and quality that makes your 

life easy, and optimizes your productivity and profitability. 

Today. And in the future.

Let’s roll.

1998
First product 
produced

2000
Company 
Formed. First 
KP Built

2002
Hi-capacity Tooth 
Developed

2013
Original  
Fibertech roll 
developed

2007
New first-of-it’s-kind  
Dual-cut Rollers  
developed

Shreddermill Produced
2008
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2016
New manufactur-
ing facility  
 
Fibertech 
Chevron rollers 
developed

2018
2-row released

2019
Stationary 
Roller Mill

2014 
3-row released

2020+ Ongoing 
Development and 
Innovation
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Innovative Kernel Processing Rolls

Engineered to be overachievers. Proven to be market leaders. Horning rolls flat perform. 

Advanced, nutrition-optimized, kernel processing in forage harvest of any scale. 

Impressive mill solutions. You’ll be smiling all the way to the bank. 
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Advanced Forage Kernel Processor Units

Throughput, consistency, longevity, good looks…these kernel processing units have it all. 

Built super tough with a ton of sweet features. Turn nearly any pull-type forage harvester 

into a money machine with a quick and simple install. 
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High-Performance Forage Heads

Horning heads are literally a farmer’s dream. Built to last. Built to perform. Built to solve 

problems. Like row independent harvest, multiple small grain harvest, and gear box 

driven transmission, and more. Try one and you’ll never be the same.
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High-Output Shredder Mills

Incredibly high output of finely-textured, premium-quality kernel processing for high 

moisture corn. Blow to amazing heights, smoothly bag in multiple tunnel sizes or auger 

into a trench.
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Compact Roller Mills

Produce cracked corn for your enterprise with amazing efficiency in both space and 

power. Available in two sizes with multiple motor size options. Reliable, easy to adjust 

and customizable roll configurations fine-tuned to your application. 
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Thank-you
for making
Horning
part of your
story.

The Horning wordmark and the H icon are 
trademarks of Horning Manufacturing.


